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LACK OF EULOGY 

By Nicholas Grider 

 

where     are     you     now     memory     history     flat     affect     berserk     alack     true     

romance     apology     monopoly     nomadology     grief     here     grief     where     grief     

wanders     what     do     you     want      to     do     today     triumphant     slim     villainous     

reflective     offer     your     apologies     transparency     historiography     cloudlike     in     

ambition     precious     time      better     spent     wasted     delivered     at     the     far     end     of     

suffer     follow     shatter     disregard     lilies     invitations      scrapbooks     promises     letters     

never     sent     every      condolence     a     mystery     but     something     happened     

somewhere     an     empty     person     emerald     in     empty     space     hard     light     with     

an     empty     head     magma      and      swallowed     stones      and     no     concessions     long     

trips     recoveries     velvet     secrets     cash     grabs     seasonal     makeshift     somebody’s     

home     returned     arrived     believed     hands     burnt     memory     shallow     no     host     

make     a     list     of     ways     to     behave     today     effusive     resilient     delusional     ivory     

ivy     mason     jar     no     formal     occasion     no     direction     nothing     known     no     

surprises     crimson     silver     vermillion     the     scarlet     being-there     scarlet     finish     the     

sentence     polish     the     proclamation     off     no     surprises     please     you’re     still     

burrowing     waiting     flinching     asleep     an     inventory     of     after     still     silence     

ribbons     beads     butterscotch     candies     how     to     do     things     with     words     

mercury     winged     tongues     start     with     grief     as     a     promise     start     with     prior     

conditions     conclusions     grimaces     take     the     money     and     run     in     place     the     

aftermath     a      quicksilver      ocean      a     burning     tire     reception     what’s     left     is     
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still     unassembled     scrambled     permanently     surprised     gladhanding     the     lily     

gilding     the     popular     apology     moments     or     known     causes     where     there     was     

air     now     there’s     growth     division     movement     lateral     internal     orchestral     a     

moment     of     silence     a     moment     of     science     no     dispatch     from     all     the     

lights     are     on     but     nobody     is     home     thread     together     a     name     and     

occupation     moment     by     moment     easy     dispatch     shovel     blame     no     description     

available     entwined     burst     apart     she’s    gone     you’re     staggering     to     the     

starting     line     choose     your     scarlet     words     carefully     endlessness     and     betrayal     

tinfoil     and     sugar     nomadology     interior     sonar     aluminum     siding     faces     greasy     

fingers     thorns     fingers      thorns     unravel     what     yesterday     did     tonight’s     the     

night     poisoned     spotlights     wandering     curtains     ablaze     moonlight     hollow     

withdrawal     becoming     something     from     nothing     almost     human     precious     gems     

and     slack     farewells     lackluster     twirls     and     wet     concrete     human     anvils     

aluminum     siding     for     a     fate     a     name     a     curtain     raiser     staggering     to     the     

starting     line     cloven     heart     where     are     you     now     maybe     a     person     shaking     

near     shaking     near     apology     grammar     correction     windows     bricked     no     alarm     

permanent     alarm    almost     a     person     shaking     hands     handles     correctives     

collections     conspiracies     before     alone     can     begin     a     gauze     haze     shadow     

theatre     entr’acte     collapse      stage     door     trapdoor     cartoon     brick     wall     brainstem     

marigold     almost     an     apology     without     and     still      without     and     before     human     

something     happening     unconscious     entertainments     surprises     apologies     human     

and     still     alive     alack     alert     and     waiting     luminous     and     balsa-weak     or     

pure     stone     a     premise     the     lights     are     on     a     premise     a     promise     the     
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shock     wears     off     but     the     public     silence     is     still     there     the     futile     sunset     

cosmonaut     apologist     the     torn     curtains     finches     cities     the     thousand     needles     

you     turn     your     human     head     you     cough     you     smile     you     say     hello     you     

say     you’re     sorry     you     say     so     now     what     am     I     supposed     to     do 

 

 
  


